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Abstract

Background: The mainstay for addressing conflicts of interest in health care is disclosure of personal financial ties to industry. However, this approach fails to capture the complexity of industry interactions that are built into clinical practice. Further, the policy climate focuses on physicians and traditional pharmaceutical marketing.

Objective: To describe industry activities targeted at registered nurses.

Design: Qualitative, ethnographic study conducted from January 2012 to October 2014.

Setting: Four acute care hospitals in a western U.S. city.

Participants: A purposive sample of 72 participants with direct experience with industry, including staff nurses, administrators, and industry and supply chain professionals.

Measurements: Fieldwork, including observations (102 hours), semistructured in-depth interviews (n = 51), focus groups (n = 4), and documents analysis.

Results: Nurses’ reported financial relationships with industry were similar to those reported by prescribers. However, nurses reported that their most significant interactions with industry occurred in daily practice. The current policy environment rendered these interactions invisible, leaving nurses with little guidance to ensure that the boundary between service and sales remained intact.

Limitations: This study could not determine the frequency or prevalence of nurse–industry interactions. The sample is not representative.

Conclusion: Nurse–industry interactions may be common and influential, but they remain invisible in the current policy climate. Although some aspects of these interactions may be beneficial, others may pose financial risks to hospitals or safety risks to patients. Disclosure strategies alone do not provide health professionals with adequate support to manage day-to-day interactions. Management of industry interactions must include guidance for nurses.

Primary Funding Source: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Canadian Institutes of Health Research; and University of California, San Francisco.
With the passing of the Physician Payments Sunshine Act in the United States and similar initiatives under way globally, disclosure of personal financial ties to industry has become the mainstay for addressing conflicts of interest (COIs) in health care. The Sunshine Act was passed to bring transparency to the relationships between physicians and industry in an effort to restore the public’s trust and deter COIs that are associated with increased prescribing costs and decreased prescribing safety (1, 2). Many have debated the utility of disclosure as a standalone strategy for managing COIs, questioning whether it actually mitigates bias (3) or adequately addresses industry influence on medical knowledge (4), whether this information is useful to patients (5), and whether there are significant risks for public misinterpretation (6). The payment disclosures recently published in the Open Payments database in the United States paint a clear picture of physician–industry relationships—companies have reported $3.53 billion in general payments to physicians since 2013 (7). However, these interactions must be put into context. Payment disclosure largely fails to capture the complexity of day-to-day interactions between industry representatives and health professionals that are built into clinical practice and are often part of the job. Although many of these interactions are necessary and support clinical practice, they also offer opportunities for marketing, and the current policy climate does little to address potential risks to patients, the financial health of institutions, or the public’s trust in health professionals.

Globally, policymaking has focused primarily on prescribers and traditional pharmaceutical marketing strategies. A recently proposed bill would expand the Sunshine Act to include prescribing nurse practitioners and physician assistants (8) but omits nonprescribing registered nurses (RNs) even though they represent the largest proportion of health professionals. The public consistently rates nursing as the “most trusted profession,” suggesting that nurses are a key part of the health care team (9). Both actual and perceived COIs may threaten nurses’ status as the most trusted professionals in the eyes of the public and may jeopardize their relationships with patients (10). Yet, almost nothing is known about the ways that RNs interact with industry, though research suggests they may have become an important “soft target” for industry and a back door to prescribers in light of increasing restrictions on physician–industry interactions (11, 12). This has been accompanied by a shift within the medical industry away from
traditional marketing channels targeted at physicians, including a reduction in face-to-face marketing and an increase in marketing directed at nonphysician clinicians, payers, and patients (13).

This article draws on qualitative data from an in-depth study of interactions between nurses and industry in U.S. acute care hospitals. Direct observation of these interactions and interviews with nurses and industry representatives suggest that these interactions may be common and influential. Drawing from these data, we explore key assumptions held by participants, namely that nurses do not interact with industry, that such interactions are not marketing, and that marketing to nonprescribers is of no consequence. To minimize the influence of COIs on decision making, and given the interdisciplinary nature of current health care, policies addressing COIs must include guidance on the ethical conduct of nurse–industry interactions.

Methods

Study Design

We conducted an ethnographic study at 4 acute care hospitals in the metropolitan area of a western U.S. city and at a national conference. Interpretive phenomenology served as the analytic approach, which allowed in-depth exploration of the phenomenon without presupposing the nature of nurse–industry interactions or assuming they were similar to interactions between prescribers and sales representatives (14, 15). The University of California, San Francisco, Committee on Human Research approved the study (study #11-06480). The methods are reported according to the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research) guidelines (16).

Settings, Recruitment and Data Collection

Table 1 presents characteristics of hospitals that were purposively selected to reflect a spectrum of institutional types. To enhance rigor, we used 4 methods of data collection (17): targeted observation of nurse–industry interactions, focus groups with RNs, individual interviews, and documents analysis. One of the authors (Q.G.), who is an RN and qualitative researcher, conducted fieldwork from January 2012 through October 2014. Participants (n = 72) with direct experience of nurse–industry interactions were purposively recruited through institutional listservs, through direct e-mail contact, and via snowball
sampling (18). Targeted observations during which field notes were taken (102 hours) included shadowing of sales representatives conducting in-service training (10 hours) and providing device support (15 hours) and attendance at purchasing committee meetings (9 hours) and sponsored events (12 hours). One of the authors (Q.G.) conducted 51 semistructured individual interviews (15 to 90 minutes each) and 4 focus groups ($n = 21$; 60 to 90 minutes each) at participants’ workplaces, which were audio-recorded and transcribed and were guided by open-ended questions seeking examples of positive, negative, and ideal experiences involving industry interactions. The focus groups supplemented the interview data by providing a professional context where participants could actively discuss commonalities and differences in their experiences (19). We purposively sampled 12 institutional policies and collected a convenience sample of 65 marketing materials encountered during fieldwork.

**Participants**

Table 2 describes characteristics of the sample, which included nonprescribing RNs ($n = 56$ of 72 [78%]) and nonnurses, such as administrators and industry and supply chain professionals. Forty-nine participants (38 of whom were RNs) permitted collection of demographic information; the majority were female (76%) and white (71%) and had a master's degree (58%).

**Data Analysis**

We analyzed all transcripts, field notes, and documents in NVivo, version 10.0 (QSR International). One of the authors (Q.G.) conducted preliminary coding. The research team met regularly to review raw data, emerging codes, and analytic memos. To be consistent with interpretive phenomenology methods, we conducted narrative analysis for all concrete stories and thematic analysis based on iteratively generated interpretive codes (14, 20).

**Role of the Funding Source**

This study was funded by a doctoral research award from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research and a grant from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. One of the authors (Q.G.) was supported by a fellowship from the University of California, San Francisco. The funding sources had no role in the design or conduct of the study; the collection, management, analysis, or interpretation of the
data; the preparation, review, or approval of the manuscript; or the decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

Results

All RN participants \((n = 56)\) reported interacting with industry in the past year. One-on-one meetings with sales representatives, which had occurred an average of 13 times in the past year, were the most common form of interaction. In addition, nurses reported attendance at sponsored lunches, dinners, or events \((n = 39 of 56)\); offers of gifts \((n = 40 of 56)\) or product samples \((n = 34 of 56)\); and receipt of paid travel or payments for participation in market research, speakers’ bureaus, or consulting \((n = 15 of 56)\). Nurses reported interacting mostly with the medical device industry \((n = 47 of 56)\) but also with the pharmaceutical \((n = 31 of 56)\), health technology \((n = 12 of 56)\), and infant formula industries \((n = 2 of 56)\).

Table 3 provides illustrative quotations describing the daily interaction between nurses and industry. One quarter of nurses \((n = 14 of 56)\) remarked that they had never discussed this aspect of their practice before and struggled at first to identify specific industry interactions. Though “classic” industry interactions often came to mind first, such as attendance at dinners sponsored by pharmaceutical companies, interactions with sales representatives on the job were the focus of interviews. Most nurses \((n = 33 of 56)\) acknowledged benefits of working with industry representatives, and more than one quarter \((n = 16 of 56)\) noted that it would be impossible to do their jobs without industry resources. For example, nurse educators coordinated in-service education with sales representatives on every newly purchased product, nurse managers relied heavily on sales representatives when selecting products for purchase, and staff nurses worked alongside sales representatives on a daily basis during surgery.

However, many nurses \((n = 39 of 56)\) reported challenges with industry interactions. Table 3 provides illustrative examples of these challenges, including struggling to ensure that sales representatives adhered to hospital policy, biased information sources, introduction of unapproved devices, lack of accountability for product failure, and threats to patient safety and privacy.

“It Doesn’t Happen Here”
Administrators at 8 institutions were initially approached; however, most asserted that nurse–industry interactions “didn’t happen” at their hospitals and that “nurses didn’t have much interface” with industry. They were not aware of interactions occurring outside the workplace, and those that occurred in the workplace were not considered industry interactions. None of the hospitals’ policies on industry explicitly referenced nurses or nursing practice. Table 3 illustrates the invisibility of nurse–industry interactions at the level of administration and policy.

Hospitals relied on many nurse–industry interactions, such as product support during surgery or contracted in-service education, such that sales representatives became familiar fixtures in the clinical setting and were often essential to its functioning. Nurses (n = 25 of 56) described the blurring of boundaries between service and marketing. However, these on-the-ground aspects of these relationships were largely unknown to administrators.

An example of the reliance on nurse–industry interactions was in-service education. When a product is purchased by a hospital, the purchasing contract typically specifies that the company will provide in-service education to staff nurses as a means to introduce the product. Administrators characterized this as a 1-time, 1-way, contracted event that was therefore outside the scope of industry relations policy even though a sales representative delivered the education. However, nurses who were responsible for in-service education experienced industry-delivered in-service education as a different phenomenon that was more akin to marketing. Participants pointed to several ways in which industry representatives used in-service education as an opportunity to foster ongoing relationships with nurses, to grow the indications for a product’s use, and to sell related products. Given the apparent institutional endorsement, nurses (n = 26 of 56) perceived that sales representatives engaged in in-service education had been vetted, opening the door to further interaction. One nurse educator explained that she had “no reason to entertain somebody that cold calls” but that she would “entertain the folks that are already ‘in,’ so to speak…that have a new or improved way to use something that’s already in use.”

Many participants, including administrators and the nurses themselves (n = 26 of 72), asserted that the contact nurses had with industry was within the confines of institutional policy. This characterization
greatly benefited industry because it ensured that marketing to nurses was “under the radar” and institutionally sanctioned. However, more than one quarter of nurses (n = 16 of 56) expressed ambivalence about having to rely on industry-provided resources in order to do their jobs (Table 3). A nurse manager explained that he welcomed product support during surgery because sales representatives were experts in the use of the equipment, but he resented aggressive sales tactics that created costs for his department and sometimes threatened patient safety, such as a representative’s coat being left in a sterile field, a failure to acknowledge or address equipment malfunction, or a new product that had not been vetted by the institution being pulled out of the representative’s bag during a procedure. The institutional invisibility of these on-the-ground interactions left nurses to police the boundary between service and sales, which they often did on an individual and ad hoc basis.

Why Market to Nurses?

The notion that marketing to nurses did not occur was bolstered by the assumption that marketing to clinicians who could not prescribe was pointless. Table 3 provides examples of how some nurses explicitly wondered at the inclusion of nonprescribers in marketing or the belief that institutional policy did not pertain to nonprescribers. Yet, most participants (n = 46 of 72), including industry professionals, provided concrete examples where nurses had influenced treatment and purchasing decisions. About one third (n = 20 of 56) were standing members of institutional purchasing committees. Industry professionals characterized nurses as a key audience because they had direct contact with industry’s ultimate marketing targets: patients, prescribers, and purchasers.

Marketing to nurses was widely considered innocuous because it was difficult to link it to a particular decision, as is the case with pharmaceutical marketing and a prescription. Instead, nurses described their ability to control the distribution of resources and to affect patient care and institutional systems as “influence.” For example, one infection control nurse served on all of the purchasing committees at her hospital. She explained that for every product being considered for purchase, “my concerns have to be addressed before we make a final decision to go with a company or against a
company.” This nurse reported that she was heavily courted by sales representatives who sought to form a relationship with her and to provide product information, gifts, and samples.

Table 3 presents the perspectives of nurses (n = 17 of 56) who viewed this kind of contact with industry as validation: Industry representatives recognized the scope of their influence but also sought their expertise in terms of feedback on products and the needs of patients, prescribers, and other end users.

**Discussion**

Registered nurses described financial relationships with industry that took place outside their workplace that were similar to those reported by colleagues who were physicians or prescribing nurses (12, 21–23). Yet, nurses reported that the most significant interactions with industry occurred in day-to-day practice, both because these interactions were frequently necessary to their practice and because they found them practically and ethically challenging. However, the current policy environment rendered these kinds of interactions institutionally invisible, leaving nurses with little guidance to ensure that the boundary between service and sales remained intact. We analyze 3 assumptions voiced in this study to prompt discussion about how these interactions can be better supported.

The first assumption was that nurses do not interact with industry. There is conspicuously little discussion of nurse–industry interactions within the literature (11, 12), no mention of industry interactions in the code of ethics for RNs (24), and only 1 empirical study of such interactions globally (12, 25). Many administrators assumed that nurses did not interact with industry representatives, which may have been partly due to the persistent invisibility of nursing work in general in an economic climate that has no way to quantify the value of nurses’ work (26, 27). The frontline aspects of many industry interactions occur under the radar. For example, the daily interactions between nurses and sales representatives supporting pacemaker care might include contacting the representative, ensuring that they have access to the clinical area, and facilitating their contact with the patient. This might also include ensuring that the representative is wearing a badge and does not bring coffee into the control room and advocating for the patient in the case of a breach of privacy or attempts to introduce unapproved devices. However, without
institutional support and recognition for this kind of work, patients may be vulnerable and institutions may bear additional, unnecessary costs due to “upselling” and similar practices.

The second assumption was that nurse–industry interactions are not marketing and are thus ethically neutral. Although industry interactions were often part of the job, they also presented opportunities for selling related products, introducing unapproved products, or building relationships with decision makers. Institutional policy represented an effort to ensure that interactions with industry occurred on the basis of legitimate service needs, but these policies also rendered the sales that sometimes accompanied the service invisible. For example, industry representatives who manage surgical sets and assist surgeons and nurses during surgical procedures work largely on commission rather than salary, creating clear incentives to push increased product use or use of more expensive products. Clinicians are left to ensure that the boundary between service and sales remains intact but will do so on an individual basis unless the incentives are realigned.

The third assumption was that nurses, as nonprescribers, have little to offer in terms of power or control over resources, and marketing directed at them is therefore of little consequence to patients or the health care system. Despite offering many examples of their influence over treatment and purchasing decisions, including participation in or oversight of institutional purchasing, some nurses remained mystified by their inclusion in marketing. However, prescribers are not the only decision makers in clinical practice settings. The prescription and the order are collective processes, and the contributions of all participants need to be recognized. Otherwise, nurses and others working within clinical practice may be susceptible to marketing efforts because industry attention is viewed as validation. In a study of senior RNs in New Zealand, nurses were generally willing and believed it was ethical to accept industry information, gifts, and sponsorship, justifying this in terms of perceived equity (“But doctors do”) (25). Current institutional policy could be amended to ensure a more comprehensive approach to controlling marketing influence within clinical settings. To address the oversight of nurses’ interactions with industry, policies must be inclusive of all disciplines. For example, the Sunshine Act should be expanded to include all registered health professionals (regardless of whether they have prescriptive authority) and all types of
health care institutions. Nurses at all levels of the institutional hierarchy should be included in the development of university and hospital industry relations policy to ensure that policy is relevant to their practice. The nursing profession should take a leadership role in supporting nurses’ work with industry by incorporating this into professional codes of ethics, adopting COI policies in nursing schools and professional associations, and incorporating preparation for interactions with industry into curricula. Industry representatives working in a support capacity have also pointed to the lack of clearly defined roles, which has been identified as a source of moral distress (28). To clearly separate service from sales, the roles for industry support personnel must be clearly defined, and staff need regular training to ensure that boundaries are maintained, especially around patient care. Industry representatives should be used to augment clinical expertise, not to outsource it; thus, industry-delivered education should be supervised by hospital staff. If industry wants to ensure that its expertise is credible, a clear separation of sales and support needs to occur; for example, industry support personnel should be salaried and should not work on commission for the products they support. Hospitals need to invest in in-house education and support, which is vital for ensuring unbiased, evidence-based continuing education and adherence to hospital policy.

Finally, to work against the assumption that marketing to nurses is of no consequence, hospital administrators need to recognize and support nurses’ work with industry. Such work through purchasing and product evaluation committees should be supported with policies and tools to identify and manage COIs and to support independent evidence-based and cost-effective decision making. For example, hospitals could establish in-house product evaluation centers so that nurses could share their expertise as end users and evaluate products independently from sales representatives. Interacting with industry is a reality for practicing nurses in acute care hospitals. This should be made visible and explicitly identified in job descriptions, should be part of staff orientation, and should be regularly supported through continuing education that addresses the ethical and practical aspects of industry relations.

This study has limitations. It could not determine the frequency or prevalence of nurse–industry interactions. Because the sample was purposive, it included participants who had direct experience or
interest in the phenomenon being studied and is therefore not representative. Similarly, there may be important differences among acute care hospitals and the educational preparation or scope of practice for RNs across the United States and internationally. Although we approached 8 institutions, only 4 permitted access; thus, nonacademic, private, not-for-profit hospitals were not represented in this sample. However, academic medical centers have been leaders in implementing industry relations policies (29–31), so the interactions described here may be characteristic of those in a more stringent policy environment. Finally, because this purposive sample was drawn from acute care settings and specialties with a high rate of technology adoption, nurses in this study interacted mostly with the medical device industry. Clinician interactions with other industries and in settings outside acute care require further exploration. Nevertheless, this in-depth description of the relationships between nonprescribing nurses and industry may have important implications for multidisciplinary teams. Further, nurses reported interacting with sales representatives of multinational companies whose marketing operations have global reach. Thus, it is important that further research be conducted internationally to determine whether these types of nurse–industry interactions occur globally.

In conclusion, this examination of the interactions between nurses and industry suggests that although these interactions may be common, paradoxically they are institutionally invisible. Although some aspects of these interactions may be beneficial, others may pose unidentified risks to the financial viability of hospitals, the safety of patient care, and the preservation of the public’s trust in the health care system. Disclosure strategies alone do not provide health professionals with adequate support to manage day-to-day interactions with industry in an ethical, safe, and cost-effective manner. Instead, policies that include all health care disciplines and aim to manage marketing and COIs are required.
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Table 1. Institutional Characteristics

Table 2. Participant Characteristics
Editors’ Notes

Context

Concerns about conflicts of interest among health care workers have focused on interactions between industry representatives and prescribing clinicians.

Contribution

The researchers determined that nonprescribing nurses have financial relationships with industry representatives that are similar to those of prescribers. They also have other interactions that could affect patient care, and these interactions are currently not recognized as important.

Caution

The study sample was small and unrepresentative.

Implication

Disclosure of financial relationships may not be sufficient to identify all important interactions between industry representatives and health care workers, especially for nonprescribers.
Table 1. Institutional Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Funding</th>
<th>Beds, n</th>
<th>Patients per Year, n</th>
<th>Magnet Status*</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Specialties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Publicly owned and operated</td>
<td>&gt;400</td>
<td>600 000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Safety net hospital; 75% of patients uninsured or enrolled in Medicaid</td>
<td>Level 1 trauma center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Not-for-profit, public university–affiliated</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>1 000 000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$1.5 billion per year</td>
<td>Ranked nationally for specialty services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not-for-profit, private university–affiliated</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>1 500 000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$2.5 billion per year</td>
<td>Ranked nationally for specialty services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Private, for-profit, Hospital Corporation of America affiliate</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>150 000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td>Accredited specialty center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Awarded by the American Nurses Credentialing Center in recognition of satisfaction of voluntary criteria measuring the strength and quality of nursing care and leadership.
Table 2. Participant Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Participants, n</th>
<th>RN, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total sample</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff nurse</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced practice nurse*</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry professional</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator†</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain professional</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RN sample</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical specialty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical care</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical-surgical</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other‡</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perioperative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry-employed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventional cardiology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics and neonatology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RN = registered nurse.
* Participants working as a nurse manager, nurse educator, or clinical nurse specialist.
† Participants at the director and executive level within the hospital; included RNs and nonnurses.
‡ Included outpatient and ambulatory care, psychiatry, infection control, emergency, and dialysis.
### Table 3. Key Themes and Illustrative Quotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Theme</th>
<th>Illustrative Quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High degree of interaction</td>
<td>“Traditionally, there’s a lot of literature on how marketing happens to physicians, but here it happens tremendously to nurses, because the nurses are on the front line: A, they’re here all the time and accessible; B, they’re dealing with the patient directly; and C, they’re the ones that sit on the [purchasing] Committee.” (Administrator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“In the past, we always think of physicians and the companies, and they have to disclose their relationships. But more and more so, nurses are asked. I mean, half the time on those [drug dinner] flyers, it’s not an MD, it’s an NP, an RN giving the talk at a fancy restaurant.” (Staff nurse, medical-surgical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits of industry interactions</td>
<td>“And we love that [industry-delivered in-service sessions] are part of the contract, because we don’t actually have the bandwidth to spend the time with every product. It would consume us completely. So it’s great they’re helping out.” (Nurse educator, critical care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“But we will definitely call a rep if there’s any issue with positioning in the middle of the night...she knows the machine backwards, forwards, and sideways. She may not know exactly how to correct the problem...but she can make recommendations. And if nothing else, she sits there and holds the staff’s hand to a certain extent, which makes them feel pretty good that they’ve got support in the middle of the night.” (Clinical nurse specialist, cardiovascular surgery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges with industry interactions</td>
<td><strong>Biased information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“What gets really challenging is when [the education] spills over into marketing and sales. When there’s this angle on why my product is better than my competitor’s product for doing X, Y, Z. We want nurses to be able to critique research, but frequently, research that gets published from industry is going to have a certain spin...And so to find that right balance between the education and the marketing I think is tricky—a really tricky thing.” (Clinical nurse specialist, cardiology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial cost</td>
<td>“I’m sensitive, but hopefully not overly sensitive to the fact that this is our budget. This is the hospital’s budget when you talk about capital equipment and how much of that profit then goes into the advertising—parties at [conferences], donuts for the nurses, dinners at Ruth’s Chris for the physicians—I’m sensitive to that.” (Nurse manager, cardiovascular care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient safety</td>
<td>“No vendor should ever do patient care. That means they shouldn’t open [sterile] packages. They shouldn’t do anything. We have caught vendors doing that. Our staff says a lot, ‘Oh, I was busy. They were helping.’ They’re not allowed to do that. How do I know how qualified they are at aseptic technique or anything else?” (Nurse educator, perioperative care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisibility of nurse–industry interactions</td>
<td>“I got an email, ‘Somebody wants to do a study about industry and wants access to the hospital, what do you think?’ And one of the directors said, ‘The nurses don’t have much interface with them,’ and I’m like, ‘Are you freaking kidding me?’ I did. I said that, because I thought, ‘They are so disconnected, our administrators.’” (Clinical nurse specialist, critical care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I never really felt like [the hospital policy] affected me that much that I had to necessarily read the fine print. I just vaguely am kind of aware that I should not be taking quote-unquote “bribes” from companies. But because I’m not prescribing—it never really seemed to affect me directly.” (Staff nurse, pediatrics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambivalence about industry resources</td>
<td>“We really don’t have the manpower to do [the education] ourselves, but on the other hand, there’s this real obligation on our part to make sure that we know what [the representatives] are saying, and that we have some influence on that. And it can be difficult to do.” (Nurse educator, medical-surgical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I have a good relationship with reps that don’t manipulate, that help us to drive the price down, tell us how to work with the company to get the best prices or the best products…Trust with reps—I don’t think they can be trusted, period. That’s the sad thing. There’s too much money involved.” (Nurse manager, perioperative care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing to nonprescribers</td>
<td>“I don’t know if he was inviting me just because he thought I was attractive, or if he knew I was the medication adherence person and wanted to get that angle too. He definitely wasn’t pursuing me as hard as the reps would always pursue the prescribers.” (Staff nurse, outpatient HIV care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“If we don’t have the persuasiveness power to determine what drugs the patients use, I don’t see why the reps would want to have us go to these talks [drug dinners]. I really don’t. We think of it as a free meal.” (Staff nurse, cardiovascular care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses’ influence on treatment and purchasing</td>
<td>“[Marketing] is nurse-focused when it has to do with patient experience…They really want to know, ‘How are the patients really doing with this? Do patients really take it? Do they pick it up from the pharmacy? Are they having trouble?’ Because we help the patients get their authorizations.” (Staff nurse, ambulatory care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A vendor can be motivated to come to nursing by the fact that not only if nurses are good at using it, but if they think it’s a better tool than what’s generally used, or it’s a way to fix a problem that usually doesn’t have an intervention to fix it—that we’ll ask the doctors to order it, or we’ll use it more as an intervention for that patient.” (Nurse educator, medical-surgical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry contact as validation</td>
<td>“So for me, with these corporate entities, communicating with nurses, I think in some ways it gives me a voice, because it helps me become part of that team. I’m being recognized as a health care provider.” (Staff nurse, oncology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I go to [electronic health record company’s] users group meeting, which is…all vendor-sponsored. There’s lots of free food, and if I speak, I get everything—I don’t have to pay to get there, and I still have to pay for my hotel and my flight, so it’s not that fancy, but it’s interesting. It’s a different world. It’s not something that nurses usually get to do.” (Nurse educator, medical-surgical)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NP = nurse practitioner; RN = registered nurse.